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Solar Panel Cleaning Company Expands East Coast Operation

Nations largest solar panel cleaning and maintenance company signs big east coast operator.

April 28, 2009 - PRLog -- Solar Maid Adds Big East Coast Partner:

The Solar Maid Company welcomes its newest operator, CMI Electronic Inc. who is one of the east coasts
premier electrical and solar installation companies. CMI will be handling solar cleaning and service under
the Solar Maid name for the entire state of Delaware, Southern Philadelphia and Eastern Maryland.
This will be one of the largest single territories covered by a Solar Maid operator in our short history, but
due to the size and scope of the existing CMI business we feel confident that they are up to the task. 
When asked to share his thoughts about adding Solar Maid to his business, CMI President, Dale Davis said
that, “because they where getting so many requests for solar panel cleaning, that it was the ideal merger for
his growing company.”
“This is the perfect if not the best investment for any individual or business looking to capitalize on the
rapidly growing solar industry and Solar Maid seems to have just the right concept to make an impact.”
Solar Maid is largest and fastest growing solar panel cleaning and maintenance, company in the nation. We
are looking to fill operator territories nationwide and welcome inquiries from all interested parties. Please
visit our web site to determine if Solar Maid is right for you.

http://www.mygreenscene.com/thesolarmaidcompany/index.html

# # #

Solar Maid is the largest and fastest growing solar panel cleaning and maintenance company in the nation.
Solar Maid clients include Government, Commercial, Large Utility, PPA Providers and Residential
systems. 

Solar Maid operators cover a large spectrum of addittional products and services for the solar industry
including security, cooling systems, solar hot water flushing and much more on a nationwide basis.
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